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Abstract Text: 
 
Purpose/Hypothesis:  
Ultrasound echogenicity provides an estimate of intramuscular fat that is associated 
with peak muscle force and computed tomography (CT) attenuation values. However, 
the interpretation of echogenicity values are influenced by body fat in varied ways. 
Excessive subcutaneous fat may affect scanning depth and result 
in increased ultrasound attenuation, whereas excessive intramuscular fat serves to 
reflect soundwaves and result in decreased ultrasound attenuation. The purpose of this 
study was to determine the strength/echogenicity relationship when echogenicity values 
were adjusted for either subcutaneous fat thickness or scanning attenuation as a 
function of scanning depth. 
 
Number of Subjects:  
30 participants and 284 calibration phantom measurements. 
 
Materials and Methods:  
Community-dwelling male veterans (62.5 ±9.2 years old) were enrolled in the study at a 
federal medical center. Strength was estimated using isometric hand grip and isokinetic 
knee extension dynamometry (60°/s and 180°/s). Body composition was completed 
using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. Muscle and subcutaneous fat morphology 
measures at the mid-point of the rectus femoris were assessed using CT imaging and 
B-mode ultrasound (Sonosite Turbo; 13-6 MHz linear array transducer). Echogenicity 
was expressed as grayscale level values via post-image processing with ImageJ. 
Echogenicity was adjusted for either subcutaneous fat thickness (per Stock et al, 2018) 



or a depth attenuation curve equation derived from calibration phantom measures 
(speed of sound: 1540 ±10 m/s, attenuation coefficient: 0.5 ±0.05 dB/cm/MHz). 
Pearson’s zero order (r) and partial correlation coefficients (rxyz) were used to determine 
associations between the imaging and strength outcomes (α<.05). 
 
Results:  
While subcutaneous fat thickness was associated with echogenicity and total body fat 
(r=.47-.52, p<.01), echogenicity values adjusted for subcutaneous fat were not 
associated with strength values (p=.21). When controlling for echogenicity levels, 
subcutaneous fat thickness was not associated with muscle strength (rxyz= -.25 -
.19, p=.18-.51). Scanning depth was associated with total body fat (r=.46, p=.01), but 
not echogenicity (p=.25). However, when controlling for echogenicity levels, scanning 
depth was associated with knee extensor strength (rxyz=.38-.43, p=.02-.04). Using a 
range of scanning depths (0.5-4.3 cm) with a calibration phantom yielded a viable depth 
attenuation curve equation to adjust echogenicity values (r=.87, p<.01). Unadjusted and 
depth attenuation adjusted echogenicity values were significantly related with all 
strength outcomes (r=.38-.46, p=.01-.04), with a higher magnitude of association 
observed for the adjusted values. 
 
Conclusions:  
The study findings suggest that adjusting echogenicity values based on ultrasound 
machine attenuation characteristics may aid the interpretation of muscle tissue 
composition estimates. Scanning depth and subcutaneous fat thickness alone do not 
adequately explain the effects of ultrasound machine and patient-level factors that affect 
echogenicity values. 
 
Clinical Relevance:  
Echogenicity has been proposed as a proxy measure of muscle quality. Ultrasound 
machine attenuation characteristics and body fat are important determinants of the 
strength/echogenicity relationship. Depth attenuation curves vary with ultrasound 
machine and transducer type, and fat depots vary with differing scanning sites. 
Therefore, the identification of optimal echogenicity adjustment strategies may depend 
on the constraints of the ultrasound examination. 
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